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ABSTRACfA previous studyby Rosati et al. (1997) has concludedthat the specification
of an adequatethermocline structure along the equatorial Pacific ocean is most crucial
for El Nino forecasts.In that paper, the oceanic initial condition was generatedby a data
assimilation (DA) system(Derber and Rosati, 1989).However,the initial conditionfor the
atmosphericpart was takenfrom the National Meteorological Center's (NMC) operational
-analysis, which was simplyattachedto the oceanicpart for the coupledmodelforecasts.
In the presentpaper, both the atmosphericand oceanic initial conditionsare generated
by a coupledDA systemapplied to a coupledair-seageneral circulation model (GCM). The
assimilationfor the oceanis performedby the samesystemas mentionedabove,in which the
SST(seasurfacetemperature)and thesubsurfacetemperaturesare injectedinto a 15 vertical
level oceanicGCM. Theupper boundary condition,suchas surfacewind stress,is specified
by the atmosphericDA. The assimilationfor the atmosphereis performedby the continuous
injection method ofStern and Ploshay(1992), using an 18 vertical level atmosphericGCM.
The lower boundary condition, such as SST,is specifiedby the oceanicDA. The coupled
modelassimilationsare carried out by switchingthe DA processesalternatelyevery6 hours
betweenthe oceanand the atmosphere.
The emphasesof this studyare: firstly, the effect of coupled air-sea model DA on the
performance of sub$equent
forecasts; secondly,the impact of the coupledassimilation on
improvementof the "spin-up" behaviour of forecasts, i.e. to see whether a smoothstart
to the forecast is achievedby the coupled model DA process; and thirdly, investigation
of the effect that the "spring barrier" has on predictability in the coupled GCM system.
Preliminary resultsindicate that,in order to answerthesequestions.ensemble
forecastsare
necessary.Besides,the coupled assimilation could be important in improving the overall
behaviour ofEl Nino and La Nina forecasts.
RESUMEUne nude anterieurede Rosati et al. (IY55) a opine que la previ.\iondu El Nino
dependgrandementde la .I'pecificationd'une .I'tructurethermoclineadequate.I'ur l'ocean
Pacifique equatorial.Dan.1'cettenude. la condition initiale oceaniqueutilisait Ie sy.l'teme
d'a.I'.l'imilationde.1'donnee.1'
(DA) de Derber et Ro.l'ati(IY8Y). Tout~foi.l'.la condition initiale
de la partie atmo.\pheriquenait constitueede l'analY.l'ereguliere du NMC (National Meteorological center)qui nait .I'implementrattacheea la partie oceaniquepour les previsions
du modelecouple.
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Ici les conditions initiales, rant atmospheriquesqu'oceaniques,sont genereespar un
systemeDA couple appliquea un modelede circulation generale (GCM) couple air-mer.
L 'assimilationpour l'ocean est effectueepar Ie memesystemeque ci-dessus,dans lequella
temperaturesuperficiellede la mer (SST)et les temperaturessousla surfacesont injectees
dans un GCM oceaniquea 15 niveauxverticaux.La conditiona la couchelimite superieure,
p. ex. la force d'entramementdu ventde surface,est determineepar Ie systemeDA atmospherique.L 'assimilationpour l'atmosphereest accompliepar la methoded'injection
continuede Stem et Ploshay(1992), utilisant un GCM atmospheriquede 18 niveauxverticaux.Les conditionsa la limite inferieure,telle que la SST,sont determinees
par Ie systeme
DA oceanique.Les assimilationsdu modelecouple sont effectueesen enclenchantaltemativementles processusd'assimilationde l'ocean et de l'atmospherea routesles six heures.
L 'etudeporte surtoutsur: l'effet du modeleavecsystemeDA coupleair-mer sur la performance desprevisionssubsequentes..
I 'impactde l'assimilation coupleesur I 'amelioration
du comportement
de departdesprevisions(p. ex.,un departdoux de la previsionresulte-t'il
du systemeDA du modelecouple)..l'investigation de l'effet que la «barriereprintanniere»
a sur la prevision dans Ie systemede GCM couple. Les premiers resultats indiquentque
des previsions d'ensemblessont necessairesafin de repondrea ces questions.En outre,
l'assimilation coupleepourrait etre importantepour ameliorerIe comportementgeneralde
la prevision du EI Nino et de LA Nina.

"

.

1 Introduction
Tropical oceanic-atmospheric forecasts have been considerably improved, using
simple dynamical models or statistical methods (see Barnett et al., 1988). In this
paper, however, the approach will be exclusively based on the coupled atmosphereocean general circulation models (GCMs). The issue is the seasonalforecasts, which
treat the global oceanic and atmospheric states on the time ranges ,of about one
year.
Concerning the activities related to the low frequency variation of the atmosphere,
it is known (see for example, Brankovic et al., 1994) that the El Nino/Southern
Oscillation signal is most dominant. This suggests that the forecast of ENSO should
be of greatest concern in order to unravel the possibility of seasonal forecasting,
and thereafter, further search for predictable elements should be pursued over other
areas uf the globe.
The simple model approach for El Nino prediction, such as Cane and Zebiak
(1985) and Cane et ill. (1986), treats the anomaly components of variables. On
the other hand, the GCM approach has to treat the total components. This aspect
presents one of the difficult and yet challenging problems in forecasts. An example
is obtaining a good seasonal cycle of SST in the eastern equatorial Pacific, i.e.,
NINO-3 (1500W-90oW, 5°N-5°S) region, which is a formidable task. According
to GCM experience (see for example, Neelin et al., 1992; Miyakoda et al., 1993),
the coupling process is extraordinarily sensitive to the character of the atmospheric
part of the physics and orographic or coast-line specifications.
Rosati et ill. (1997) have shown successful forecasts, using a coupled oceanicatmospheric GCM. The results are very encouraging. However, there are several

.
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issues that have to be made clear. They are: the limit of predictability, the spring barrier and the reduction of forecast errors associated with the initial spin-up problem.
In order to investigate these issues, ensemble forecasts are useful or even required.
If so, an adequate scheme for constructing the initial condition is essential. The
main objective of this paper is to describe a DA system with a coupled oceanicatmospheric GCM.
2 Background
Rosati et al. (1996) reported the results of 13-month forecasts, using a coupled
atmospheric-oceanic GCM with fine equatorial resolution.
a Model
The atmospheric part has spectral triangular truncation at zonal wavenumber 30,
corresponding to 4.0° longitude x 4.0° latitude (see Laprise, 1993) and 18 vertical
levels. On the other hand, the oceanic part has a 1° x 1° longitudinal and meridional
resolution outside of 100N-100S and 1/3° inside of the equatorial zone (Philander
and Seigel, 1985). A set of adequate subgrid-scale physics for the atmosphere and
ocean model is included. The prediction domain is the entire global atmosphere
and the world ocean between 65°N and the Antarctic. All forecasts in this paper
do not include flux corrections (Sausen et al., 1988).
The atmosphere and ocean models are coupled by exchanging the fluxes of
momentum, heat, radiation and the SST specification with each other.
b Initial conditions
The inclusion of adequate information in the initial conditions is of considerable
importance for weather forecasts; it may also be true for seasonalforecasts.
As the first step toward coupled model prediction, a scheme of oceanographic
DA was developed by Derber and Rosati (1989). This was based on the variational
method, in which various constraints are included to specify dynamical formulae
and observational accuracies. Through these constraints, the observed SST and subsurface data, XBT (expendable bathythermograph) and others, are injected into the
ocean model through the optimum interpolation scheme (01). The upper boundary
conditions of the ocean GCM are specified by surface wind stress, atmospheric
heat flux, moisture flux and incoming shortwave and net longwave radiation. Most
of these data are taken from the NMC (National Meteorological Center) operational analysis, with the exception that the radiation is given by the seasonally
varying climatologies. The ocean model is integrated forward in time for many
years (1979-1988), while these data are continuously injected and assimilated into
the model (see Rosati et al., 1995 for more detail).
c Cases
The forecast cases consist of 7 episodes starting from January or July every year
for the 7 years of 1982-1988. During this 7-year period, there are two distinct El
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Perfonnance of the 13-month forecasts is shown by SST anomalies for NINO-3 region (upper)
and ENSO indices; i.e. ESJ (lower). Thick curves are the observations, and the curves connected
with crosses are the forecasts (after Rosati et al., 1997).

Nino eventsand two eventsof La Nina. The initial conditiontime is 0000 GMTon
the first day of Januaryor July. The time range of the forecastsis 13 months.
d Prediction skill
The results of the 7 Januaryforecastsare displayedin Fig. I. For eachmonthof the
forecasts,the monthly meanSST anomalywas computedover the NINO-3 region
and is shown in the upperpanels.The lower panelis the zonal meanheat content
anomaly index or ENSO index, i.e. ESI, which will be explainedbelow.
For the atmospherealone,the SOl (SouthernOscillation Index) is a traditional
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indicator of the low-frequencyatmosphericoscillation, which operatesover the
semi-global domain (Troup, 1965; Trenberth,1976). On the other hand, for the
coupled system,other indices appearto be more appropriate.The first measure
is of the west-easttilt of the 20° isotherm along the equatorialPacific, which is
defined by
GRD = (Dw -D~)/110 -1
(1)
where D is the depth of the 20° isotherm,and Dw and D~ are its depthsat 1600E
and 9O0Wrespectively.The meanvalue of Dw-D~ is 110 metres,i.e. 160-50 =
110. When GRD is negative,the situation correspondsto the warm phasein the
easterntropical Pacific,i.e. El Nino, while whenthe GRD is positive,the situation
correspondsto the cold phase,i.e. La Nina.
In orderto eliminatethe seasonalityof the DA, the anomalyof GRDis calculated,
in a similar way as for the SOl. This anomalyis referredto as the ENSO index,
or simply ESI, i.e.
ESI = GRD -GRD
(2)
whereGRD is the averageover multiple years for the respectivemonth,and it is,
therefore,a function of Julian day (or month).
The continuousthick line curves in Fig. 1 are observedSSTanomaliesfor the
NINO-3 region (upper panel), after Reynolds (1988), and the ESI from the DA
(lower panel). The thin line curves with crossesare the SST and ESI anomalies
from the 7 forecastcases,eachrun for 13 months.The terminalpoints of the 13month forecastsare indicated by black dots with crosses.Although the forecasts
startedfrom the DA, the first monthdoes not agreeexactly,becauseit is a monthly
meanof the forecast.
The SST forecasts,shown in the upper panel,agreequite well with the observations,capturing the temperatureincreasesin 1982/83and 1986/87and also the
temperaturedecreasesin 1983/84and 1987/88.During 1984/85when the anomalies had little changethe forecastsagaindid well. The lower panelis the ESI and
it shouldbe noted how well it correlateswith the NINO-3 SSTanomaly.The forecastedESI seemsto capturethe anomalousbehaviourof the heatcontentassociated
with the rise and fall of the thermoclineand henceyields a good SSTprediction.
An additionalmeasureis "the zonal mean of thermoclineanomalies"(Li, personal communication),as opposedto the gradientof the thermocline anomalies,
i.e. ESI. The secondmeasureis of the zonal meanof the 20°C isothermalong the
equatorialPacific, which is defined by
MEAN = (Dw+ DE)/210

(3)

where 210 = 160+ 50 see(1). In order to eliminate the seasonality,the anomaly
of MEAN is calculated.This anomalyis referredto here as the memoryindex.
memoryindex = MEAN -MEAN

(4)
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Fig. 2 NINO-3 SSTanomalycorrelationsover the] 3-monthforecastperiod. Persistence
is also shown
for comparison(after Rosati et a]., ]997).

According to Schneider et al. (1995), the variables, i.e. the zonal mean heat content
anomalies, (4), are not in equilibrium with the wind stress anomalies, implying that
they indicate the time tendency of heat content, whereas the heat content anomalies
with the zonal mean removed, i.e. ESl, are approximately in equilibrium with the
wind stress anomalies. This measure will be used later for showing the predictive
skill of forecasts.
Figure 2 is a summary of the upper panel in Fig. I, presenting the NINO-3 skill
score curves against prediction time for 7 January and 7 July cases. This diagram
confirms the already mentioned facts about the longevity of ENSO forecasts; the
scores are significantly above the persistence except for the first 3 months. On the
other hand, the far-field forecast scores, i.e. outside of the equatorial zone (not
shown here), are limited up to six months, and besides the skill is very low; the
scores are below the persistence.
The July score in Fig. 2 is almost comparable to the January score up to the 9th
month, and thereafter, it decays rapidly, whereas the persistence curves are almost
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the samefor both the Januaryand July cases.It may be worth noting thatthe scores
are worse thanpersistencein the first 3 months,and that this featureis very similar
both in the Januaryand July cases.
3 Issues on forecast skill
There are a numberof issuesrelated to the ENSO forecasts.The subjectswe
are interestedin here are: Forecasterror growth, Spring barrier, and Initial dip of
forecastskill.
a Forecasterror growth
According to some model-twin experiments(Gent and Tribbia, 1993), if initial
perturbationsare givento the verticaltemperaturedistributionof the ocean,the SST
error increasesrapidly, for example,from 10-40c to 10-loC in abouttwo weeks,
and as a result,the correlationcoefficients(15°N-15°S Pacific basin) drop to 0.5
after 4.5 months.This degreeof error growth is normally inevitable,and is known
as predictability decay.On the other hand,the correlationcurves in Fig. 2 decay
more slowly than those of Gent and Tribbia. The reasonfor the high correlation
in Fig. 2 may be the fact that El Nino and La Nina forecastsare included,and
that the successfulforecastsof theseextremeeventshavecontributedto raising the
forecastskill curveshigher than that of Gentand Tribbia.
b Spring barrier
It has been argued,based on the Cane-Zebiakmodel (Cane and Zebiak, 1985),
that there is a "prediction barrier" in the spring seasonand,as a consequence,
that
the forecastsstarting from Januaryare worsethan thosefrom July (seeZebiak and
Cane, 1987; Blumenthal, 1991; Latif and Graham, 1991; Goswarniand Shukla,
1993), though the view has recently beenrevised (Dr. Busalacchi,personalcommunication). Websterand Yang (1992) also show, from the lag-leadcorrelations
of the SOl, that May and April emergeas the discontinuityseason.As Balmaseda
et al. (1994) mentioned,based on the analysis of their simple model forecasts,
the correlation skill showsa pronounceddrop during spring, often followed by a
recovery,due to its memoryof the oceanheatcontent.In other words,the information from the heat contentand SST is not lost simultaneously.Comparingthe
forecastsbetweenthe Januaryand July casesin Fig. 2, it appearsthat the skill
scoreis higher in the Januarythan in the July cases,and that the July scoredrops
in April. However,the samplenumberin Fig. 2 is too limited to confirmthe barrier
issue.
c Initial dip offorecast skill
In Fig. 2, an inferior performanceis evident in the first 3 months.Two possible
causescan be considered.One is the "climate drift", becauseof the model's bias
comparedwith the truth. Anotheris the improperadjustmentof the initial condition
to the model's climatology.
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The first issue is outside of the scope of the present paper. Concerning the
second issue, it appears that a substantial improvement of the initial data and
its initialization is desired, perhaps including the precursor of the westerly bursts
appropriately (Luther et al., 1983), and refining the model's interactive clouds
properly (Gent and Tribbia, 1993). This inferior performance is a definite drawback
in the current scheme of Rosati et al. (1997). Investigation should be made as to
what extent the coupled model DA can improve this spin-up behaviour.
4 Data assimilation for the coupled system
In order to improve the spin-up problem, and facilitate the ensemble forecasts,
a system of data assimilation is developed for the coupled atmospheric-oceanic
model.
a Schemes of the coupled model DA
The oceanic DA was described in Section 2. The level II oceanic data are: COADS
(Comprehensive Ocean Atmospheric Data Set), MOODS (Master Ocean Observation Data Set), NODC (the National Oceanic Data Center), and TOGA (Tropical
Ocean and Global Atmosphere Project), which proviqe the data of surface ocean
temperature and the vertical temperature profiles through the XBT.
The atmospheric DA is also based on a continuous injection method but in a
different way (Stem and Ploshay, 1992). Level II meteorological data, such as
radiosonde measurements,satellite soundings, aircraft reports, etc., are assimilated
into the atmospheric GCM, where these data are injected continuously through
the 01 scheme into the atmospheric model with the help of linear normal mode
initialization (Daley and Puri, 1980). In this process, the observed data are treated
by taking only the incremental part beyond the first guess,i.e. forecast, and applying
the increments to the linear balance in the multivariate framework. This atmospheric
system and the resulting analyses have proven to be of comparable accuracy to those
of operational centres in 1985 (Ploshay et aI., 1992).
In particular, it is a salient feature of this continuous scheme that the initial
condition does not produce any spin-up or spin-down effect. On the other hand, the
intermittent scheme produces this transient character through the non-linear normal
mode initialization, though there has been an effort to reduce this deficiency by
introducing non-adiabatic effects (Wergen, 1987).
Using these continuous DA schemes of atmosphere and ocean, two systems of
coupled model DA are developed.
1 THE FIRST COUPLED DA

The assimilation is performed through switching the DA for the ocean and the
atmosphere alternately at a 6-hour interval. Namely the atmospheric DA is run for
6 hours by inserting the level II meteorological data. The 6-hour averages of wind
stress, heat fluxes, and long and short wave incoming radiation are saved to force
the ocean model. The ocean model is then run for 6 hours by inserting the level II
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oceanographic data, and returns the 6-hour averages of SST to be used during the
next 6 hours by the atmospheric model.
This coupled DA method requires a 20% increase in computer memory above
coupled forecasts. The technical difficulty was to set up the switching process
between the atmosphere and the ocean DA. In any event, this technique has been
completed and tested successfully. The computer time for the coupled DA is about
three times that for the coupled simulation.
2 THE SECONDCOUPLED DA

In order to quickly see the effect of coupled DA, a different method was also tested.
Using the same DA systems of the atmosphere and the ocean, described under the
first coupled DA, the oceanic and the atmospheric DA were processed separately
for 10 days, and this separate process was iterated twice. The computer time is
therefore twice that for the coupled simulation.
b Results of the DAs
The coupled model DAs were applied to construct the 1982 initial conditions.
The DA process for the coupled system was started at 10 dayS before 0000 GMT
1 January 1982. However, the oceanic DA alone had already been run from 1979.
Figures 3a, 3b and 4 show the comparison of resulting atmospheric analysis between the NMC's DA and the coupled model DAs (the first version). The variables
are temperature (Fig. 3a) and the zonal wind at the lOOO-hPalevel (Fig. 3b). There
is a tendency for the zonal wind in the coupled DA to be more intense than those of
NMC. Figure 4 shows the vertical sections of ocean temperature along the equator,
which delineate the thermocline structure in the Pacific. In January 1982, there is
already a tendency for the eastern part of the thermocline to be depressed.The top
panel is based on the observed atmospheric forcing of the NMC analysis, which
is the original DA (Rosati et al., 1995). The middle panel is the result of the first
coupled model DA, and the bottom panel is that of the second coupled DA. The
difference between the first and the second method is very subtle. The thermoclines
(20°C isotherm, for example) are shallower at around 120oW in the coupled DA
than in the original DA (top). Furthermore, the second version (bottom) is even
shallower than the first version, implying that the structure is more adjusted to the
thermocline climatology of this particular coupled model.
It is customarily considered that one of the best ways to evaluate the DA products
is to utilize them for forecasts. Using these analyses, 13-month forecasts were
carried out. Figures 5a and 5b are Hovmoller (longitude-time) diagrams representing
the time evolution of the SST (top), and the depth of 20°C isotherms (bottom).
Among them, Fig. 5a does not show forecasts, but the oceanic DA (left), and the
ocean simulation (right). The SST fields (left top) are based on Reynolds (1988),
and the 20°C isotherm depth (left bottom) is based on Rosati et al. (1995). On the
other hand, the top and bottom of the right hand side figures show the results of
ocean simulation. Both the ocean DA and simulation are performed by forcing the
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same observed atmospheric DA at the ocean surface. The only difference between
the oceanic DA and the simulation is that the XBT data are used in the former but
not in the latter. It may be surprising to note that the patterns of the 20°C isotherm
are quite different from each other; it is simply the consequence of the XBT data
injection in the former but not in the latter.
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Figure 5b showsthe threeforecasts.Theseresultsarecomparedwith thoseof Fig.
5a. The forecastat the left is the sameas thatof Rosatiet al. (1996),which is based
on the NMC and the oceanicDA analysesfor the initial condition.The forecastsin
the middle and at the right arethe resultsfrom the two initial conditions,i.e. the first
andthe secondcoupledDAs. It is a commoncharacteristicin this particularcoupled
model that the SST in forecastsare considerablylower than the observation(see
Fig. I). This is due to the weakeratmosphericforcing in forecastsby this model
(systematicerror). Particularlythe secondcoupledDA (far right) gives a different
solution from others (far left and middle). The heat content,representedby the
20°C isotherms,propagateseastwardmore strongly in the secondversionthan in
the first version.The last featureis favourable,but from the standpointof the SST,
the forecast(right) deviatesconsiderablyfrom the observation.
To summarize,(a) with respectto the eastwardpropagationof warm SST, the
best forecastis the original one (left), the secondis the one basedon the initial
condition of the first coupled DA (middle), and the third is the one of the second
coupledDA (right); (b) on the other hand,the orderis just oppositewith respectto
the developmentof 20°C isothermaldepth. In other words,the secondcoupledDA
gives more model-adjustedand less data-orientedanalysis than the first coupled
DA or the original DA. This reasoningis consistentwith the thermoclinestructure
in Fig. 4. In this respect,the spin-upaspectis bestin the secondversion;a problem
is that the SSTdeviatesmost from the observation.The only way to improve the
situation from both standpointsis throughimprovedphysicsand resolutionin the
coupledmodel.
S Ensemble forecasts
Using the analysesbased on the first version of the coupled DA, forecastsare
performedfrom the initial conditions of 0 day,-2 day,-4 day,and +2 day,for the
subsequent13 months.This decisionis not becausethis versiongives the superior
forecast,but becausewe feel that a coupled DA systemis the desirablemethodof
the future at GFDL.
a The case of 1982/83
Figure 6 displays five curves of SST anomaliesin the NINO-3 region; Fig. 7
displays four curves of the ENSO index, ES1;and Fig. 8 shows four curves of
the memoryindex. The model's climatology is borrowed from that of Rosatiet al.
(1996). The five curves (Fig. 6) start to spreadin April, and stay separatedfrom
eachother,the spreadbeing almostthe sameuntil January1983.The ensembleof
SSTanomaliesis considerablylower in amplitudethan the observation,the reason
being describedearlier. It is noted that the forecastsbasedon the secondversion
of the coupled DA (not shownhere)are substantiallyand unacceptablylower than
the group in this figure. The spread(standarddeviation) of the ensemblecan be
calculated,showing that in April, the spreadis slightly greaterbut not substantially
large.
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Performances of 13-month forecasts are shown by SST anomalies for NINO-3 region. The
observation (thick curve), and four forecasts from day 0, day -2, day -4, and day +2, based
on the initial conditions of the first coupled DA, and a forecast denoted by r, based on the
original initial condition, i.e. the oceanic DA and NMC atmospheric DA (Rosati et al., 1997).

Figure 7 showsthe ensembleof ESI; eachmemberof the four curvesbehaves
similarly; the spreadis not large. Here the undulation of three waves may be
noticeable;presumablythis is arbitrarily causedby a different model climatology
that has beenborrowed from other forecasts.In any event,it is clear that the ESI
of thesepredictionsis not sufficiently low, comparedwith the DA (see Fig. 1).
Figure 8 includesthe ensembleof the memoryindex.
b Preliminary results
Based on the four memberforecasts,two issuesare overviewedas a preliminary
investigation.Concerningthe spreadof multiple solutions,there is no seriousdivergence,meaningthat the spring barrieris not recognized,thoughthis is a single
case. It is also difficult to conclude that there is an improvementin the spin-up
problem. Multiple casesare needed.
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6 Conclusions and comments
In order to investigate and improve the SST forecast skill associatedwith EI
Nino/La Nina events,a coupled atmospheric-oceanic
model DA has beendeveloped.The schemeis of the continuousdatainjection type, in which the GCMs are
used for the first guessand the incrementalcomponentsof observeddata beyond
the first guessare insertedinto the models throughthe 01. In the atmosphericDA,
the dynamic balancing is forced continuouslyfor the incrementalparts, while in
the oceanicDA, any balancingis not forced (thoughdesirable).Theseatmospheric
and oceanic DAs are applied to the observeddata alternately every 6 hours for
10 days,and the initial conditions for the coupled systemare obtained(the first
coupledDA).
This set of initial conditionsis usedfor the ensembleforecastsas a samplecase
during the 1982/83E1 Nino period. There are two objectives.One is to improve
the forecastin the first 3 months,andthe otheris to investigatewhetherthe "spring
barrier" for the equatorialforecastsreally exists.
It is tentatively concluded,basedon the 4 memberforecasts,that the spreadof
ensembleforecastsfor SSTis not small for the 13-monthforecastrange;the spread
becomesnoticeableafter 6 months;however,the spreadfor the ESJ or the memory
index is not large; the spring barrier is not recognizedclearly in this study (see
the commentbelow); and, the spin-upissue is not conclusivedue to the limited
numberof cases.In particular, it is necessaryto establishthe climatology for this
prediction system. In order to discussthe spin-upissue, more forecastcasesare
needed.
With respectto the spring barrier,an hypothesisis postulated.As is known,the
SouthernOscillation has biennial character(see for example,Barnett, 1991),and
the separationbetweenthe warm and the cold phasesis considered.If a 13-month
forecastrangeis within the samephase,the "spring barrier" is not a problem,such
as January1982-January1983. On the other hand,if the 13-monthrange crosses
from one phaseto the other, for example,from January1983-January1984,the
"spring barrier" may have a disturbing effect. This is an assumption.It will be
interestingto apply the ensembleforecaststo othercases.
As has beenmentionedwith respectto the first coupledDA, the currentdrawback
is due to the large systematicbias of the particular coupled GCM; the SST is
substantiallylower thanthe observation,and the surfacewind is biasedin a certain
way. In otherwords,this GCM is not of a greathelp for DA. The DA schemeshould
be modified with respectto the model bias utilizing climatologicalinformation.
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